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Have you ever thought just how much it would mean to the home
if . . .—Advertisements passim.
FOREIGN WORDS
The usual protest must be made, to be treated no doubt with
the usual disregard. The difficulty is that some French, Latin,
and other words are now also English, though the fiction that
they are not is still kept up by italics and (with French words)
conscientious efforts at pronunciation. Such are tete-d-tgte,
ennui, status quo, raison d'etre, eirenicon, neglige, and perhaps
hundreds more. The novice who is told to avoid foreign words,
.and then observes that these English words are used freely,
takes the rule for a counsel of perfection—not accepted by good
writers, and certainly not to be accepted by him, who is some-
times hard put to it for the ornament that he feels his matter
-deserves. Even with the best will in the world, he finds that
there are many words of which he cannot say whether they are
yet English or not, as gaucherie, betise, camaraderie, soupfon, so
that there is no drawing the line. He can only be told that all
words not English in appearance are in English writing ugly
and not pretty, and that they are justified only (i) if they afford
much the shortest or clearest, if not the only way to the meaning
(this is usually true of the words we have called really English),
or (2) if they have some special appropriateness of association
or allusion in the sentence they stand in. This will be illustrated
by some of the diplomatic words given below, and by the
-quotation containing the word chasseur.
Some little assistance may, however, be given on details.
i. To say distrait instead of absent or absent-minded, Hen
.entendu for of course, sans for without (it is, like I guess, good old
English but not good English), quandmeme for any how, penchant
for liking or fancy, redaction for editing or edition, coute que
£otite for at all costs, Schadenfreude for malicious pleasure, osuvre
for work, alma mater (except with strong extenuating circum-
stances) for University—is pretension and nothing else. The
substitutes we have offered are not insisted upon; they may

